“Hi there! I’m Penelope Porcupine. I’m always traveling to find friends who are willing to put up with my “prickly” personality. Going places and meeting people will be a lot easier now that the Purple Line is coming.

Now, if only I could keep it all straight! Help me find all the words I need to remember when the Purple Line arrives. Find and circle each word from the list in the puzzle below. Words can appear horizontally, vertically, diagonally, or backwards.”

**Be a helpful Light Rail passenger:**

1. Buy your ticket before boarding the light rail train. Ticket vending machines will be available on all light rail platforms.
2. Always be polite and respectful of other riders.
   - Talk quietly.
   - Keep the train clean. Save eating and drinking for after you’ve left the train.
   - Use ear phones when listening to music.
3. Always Be Safe.
   - Stay with an adult.
   - Sit in a seat, if possible. If you must stand, hold on to a pole.
   - Never lean on train doors.
   - Keep aisles clear.
   - Walk calmly to and from the train. Stay to the right so your route will be faster and safer.
   - Allow others to exit the train before you enter.
   - Only cross the light rail tracks in areas marked for pedestrians. Always look for cross walks.

**WORD LIST:**

ACCESS  NEW CARROLLTON
BETHESDA  PLATFORM
COMMUNITY  PURPLE LINE
FRIENDS  RAIL CAR
HOME  SCHOOL
JOBS  SHOPS
LIGHT RAIL  SIXTEEN
LINUS  STATIONS
MILES  TEAM
MR PLUM  TRANSIT

```
U C P K C T R A N S I T U C Y
S C H O O L P C V A A H K F H
X P N L W Q L Z N J C H I F O
S E N I V R X F U O J C O E M
N U E N Y M U H I W M Y E R E
J W W U C R L X H O M I A S L
A S C S R P Y Y P R E C L I S
P Y A C R L E V O X L I A E K
S U R A O U S F O I M R B N S
T A R J A M T J A K T S Y S V
A P O P O A M R B H K G D S O
T Y L N L B W U G S J N S M C
I C L P E E S I N I E D A B F
O W T O C S L K Q I U E I E V
N C O A P B A I R A T Q G T I
S M N O A T L F N T C Y J H J
W B H V N K C Z R E C H Y E X
L S U P T A M J U E T B H S P
X O S I X T E N V H J S D W
R C Z N S D G C C S F M L A H
```

Purple Line